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V9 : 47,316,199 12th June 2007 Without an established higher common denominator, it can't be an
index? Basically it is just an alphabetic list. Are you saying you want an index? rstpok 01-15 01:28

PM I am back after 8 months!!! ************************************************************ I am not
sure what to do next!! ************************************************************ I am almost
certain I will have to do L1 again, but I am confused about the multiple LTs? Can anybody help?

Thanks *********I am referring to the L1 time, not the L2.******** apriljoy14 09-25 09:33 PM How to
go on??? The rules do not agree on the time.. is there a rule in DOS? if so, how can we use that? I
just do not understand since I have been here for 3 years now, why is it so difficult to proceed?

bharat 10-02 08:24 PM Personally i will close this case if the money is sent and charges are not paid.
If the charges are paid there is no need for discussion. I understand your pain. Lets see what they

tell him If after an hour or so, he does not pay, then follow up with the credit card department.
Although your case might take a longer time, since the case will have to be verified by their legal

dept, which will take a minimum of 6 weeks. Good Luck If i have to wait for 6 weeks to get the
money, its hard to wait. I will have to pay half of the money in order to get the money from the
lawyer and the rest of the money will not be able to get until the CC is verified. I still remember

when i was an ESL-10 with a salary of 7K + taxes and even then i was sending a fax to the cc every
month. My credit card wasnt that great too. It took some time for my credit card to get upgraded
and I would get the call from the top of the credit card company. I even opened up a new account
(my parents opened up one at that time). Although the patience is a must, but you will not be able

to survive for a long time, if you do not have money to live.
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